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Style-Fit Bike PRO  
 

STIL-FIT presents the design innovation in
bicycle ergometers. The Stil-Fit Ergometer
PRO, a technically state-of-the-art fitness
machine that fits into any modern living
environment with the same sitting and
riding experience as a road bike. The
elegant matt black design and the new
sporty handlebars of the PRO model make
the bike an absolute masterpiece. The
STIL-FIT ergometer has high-quality
details made of the finest materials and
the best workmanship. A touchscreen
computer ensures simple, intuitive user
guidance. Design and engineering from
Germany. With the additional Smart
package, the PURE ergometer can be
used with the STIL-FIT app. Other apps
such as Kinomap, Zwift, Rouvy and BKool
are also compatible.

 CHF 2'690.00  
      

      

The STIL-FIT Ergometer PRO with its elegant training computer and ergonomic multifunctional handle
offers an outstanding design concept. Combined with high-quality materials and a perfect finish, we offer
you an exceptional training experience.

The STIL-FIT Ergometer PRO is made for people

with health awareness
with high design standards
who appreciate a beautiful environment at home
who are interested in sustainable products
who have limited time available
who appreciate something special

The aim was to develop the design in such a way that a high-quality living environment and fitness
equipment harmonize with each other. The STIL-FIT Ergometer PRO has a clear and minimalist design
language. We deliberately integrated as many components from the road bike sector as possible. These
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components are of very high technical quality and have a positive effect in the living environment.

Training computer

The PRO is operated via a 4.3 TFT touch screen monitor, similar to a smartphone, which is flush-
mounted in the aluminum front. The user guidance is characterized by a clear menu with particularly
easy handling and is intuitive. In addition to a variety of preset training programs, you can create up to 5
users and save the corresponding training data. In addition to the quick start function, the STIL-FIT
Ergometer PRO offers you various training options. Train in load levels 1-24 as you would in the studio
or use the pre-programmed, varied programs. There are various hill programs as well as watt and cardio
programs to choose from.

Compatibility with fitness apps

The STIL-FIT ergometer is compatible with the Stil-Fit APP and various training apps such as Kinomap,
Zwift, Rouvy and BKool with the optionally available *"Smart package". Enjoy a ride on Mallorca's
coastal roads, battle your way through the Alps or race with thousands of other users worldwide. With
the connection to Kinomap, the pedal resistance adapts to the route profile.
The Stil-Fit APP offers the perfect support for achieving long-term health goals. Varied training
programs, setting individual goals, tracking performance development and exporting training data are all
made possible by the Stil-Fit APP.

Perfect ergonomics

The ergonomic ONE sports handlebars offer different grip positions and thus ensure a varied workout.

Low Q-factor

The narrow housing ensures an even pedal stroke and a healthy posture.

Tray

The Ergometer PRO has an integrated tablet holder. There is a holder for the smart phone at the top of
the handlebars.

Saddle

The saddle can be adjusted horizontally and at an angle. You can therefore set your own individual
sitting position. The material is easy to clean. STIL-FIT also uses original components from the road
bike sector. This means that you can also fit the saddle of your choice from a bicycle dealer at any time.

Quick release

We use a very high-quality quick release made from CNC-milled aluminum. The surface is black
anodized. The height of the seat tube is infinitely adjustable. For easy handling, you will find a scale
from 1 - 7 on the front. The seat tube itself is chrome-plated.

Housing
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The housing is made of high-quality plastic and painted matt black. All mounting screws are covered by
soft caps.

Pedals

The pedals are the elegant "Urban" model with non-slip surface from the German manufacturer
ERGOTEC. Of course, you can also fit your own pedals, e.g. clipless pedals from the racing world.

Adjustable feet

The four adjustable feet are individually height-adjustable and have a soft, non-slip sole. This means
that the ergometer can be set up safely even on uneven ground and you can train without any problems.

Transport castors

Optional transport castors can be fitted to the rear stand (included). To transport the ergometer, grip the
saddle and handlebars from behind and lift it up.

Power supply

The STIL-FIT Ergometer PRO has a generator system which produces the power required for operation.
You therefore do not need a power supply unit. This eliminates the annoying cable on the floor.

Features:

with induction brake from the studio sector
Wireless generator system (operation without mains connection) - no external power supply
flywheel mass approx. 10.5kg
4.3 TFT touch screen monitor with color display
8 training programs: Quick start with 32 load levels with time preselection, 2 cardio programs with
upper pulse limit (The CARDIO programs work according to the latest safety aspects. If there is
no pulse signal for longer than 1 minute, the system automatically reduces the load). Manual time
and max. pulse setting. The starting resistance can be freely selected. 5 training profiles (hill
programs) with different levels of difficulty (beginner to advanced) and time, watt program -
adjustable in steps of 5 watts with time setting. Speed-independent power control in 5 watt
increments from 50-400 watts
Storage of training data for 5 users
Stil-Fit app, Kinomap, Zwift, Rouvy, BKool can be used with the optionally available *"Smart
package"
Language: German, English
Transport castors can be fitted as an option (included in the scope of delivery)
Height-adjustable feet
Pedals: Ergotec pedal URBAN
Reduced Q-factor
Ergonomic multi-position sports handlebar ONE with different grip positions for sporty or upright
sitting
Smartphone holder
Ergonomic gel saddle in black
Wooden cover on the handlebar neck in black
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Vertical and horizontal seat adjustment - saddle angle adjustable. Saddle height infinitely
adjustable with quick release. Scaling on the front
DIN class. DIN EN957-1/5, class HA.
Color: matt black

*The"Smart Package" includes the larger STIL-FIT Ergometer PURE tablet holder, purchase verification
code, activation instructions, flyer and enables theuse of the new STIL-FIT APP with great new ways to
experience training. The use of various external APPs, such as Kinomap, Rouvy, Zwift, BKool.
The purchased "Smart Package" is activated via an online form on the STIL-FIT homepage .The user
receives unlimited access to all features within 24 hours.
The "Smart Package" is aimed at customers who want to get even more out of their training, are
interested in technology, apps, etc. and want to track their performance progress. Setting personal
goals, tracking performance development, exporting data, racing and much more - all possible with the
"Smart Package".

Application: Home use, payload: approx. 130 kg
Device dimensions: L115 x W50 x H120cm, weight 38kg
Accessories: integrated Bluetooth LE receiver for chest straps, tablet holder, smartphone holder
Option: Smart package, Bluetooth transmitter belt, dual pedals (SPD click pedals combined with flat
platform for normal shoes), extended tablet holder (already included in the "Smart package"
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excluding consumables)

Brake system: Induction brake system
Current-dependent: No
Horizontal seat adjustment: Yes
Vertical seat adjustment: Ja
Handlebar adjustable: Yes
Pulse-controlled programs: 2
User-defined programs: keine
Hand pulse sensors: No
Pulse receiver: Bluetooth
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter
Options: Bluetooth transmitter belt, floor protection mat
Payload: approx. 130 kg
Insert: Home
Warranty: 2 years on labour and spare parts
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